SINCE THIS PORTION OF THE WRITTEN MANUSCRIPT
IS AN ACTUAL TRANSCRIPTION OF THE RECORD
SOME PORTIONS DO NOT APPEAR AS A RESULT OF
AN INABILITY TO UNDERSTAND THE WORDS S POKEN .
I N THOSE CASES THE SYMBOL WILL APPEAR .
Bg noise
"Testing, testing, testing . Zero, zero, zero . Uh .
Now that I have it leveled I don't know what to say .
Uh, this is an experiment, un-authorized . My reasons
for doing this experiment are several . Uh, first, um,
as I said this is totally unauthorized . I'm not even signed
to be in this area . But I had this idea for doing this
objective (pause) this is a superior start. If the second
stage of this operations goes negative error, I estimate
placing this disk retro to approx time year AD One
Nine Five Three, 1953, possibly four . That year's the
only frequency I could remember without getting tapes
up . I'm not even certain I have that correct . But it is
approx . And if it's in error then nobody's hearing this
anyway . I can see I should have prepped this better .
Uhhhmm . I'm storing this feed on one of these discs
that have been located in this division for, uh, an,
extended period of time . I had guessed they're utilized
for ordinary blue verbal data banking, but 1 saw on
core night seventeen six that same class discs were
also utilized late A .D . You had a lot of these
mechanical products . Retro In .
And this data generated a cortal image of how I
could recircuit Solex Two . (Beep, beep, beep, beep) ,
(Interruption from fee D) (I
. Twelve service data
to slash fourteenth
reply) . Negative, it will self c
ten . Cut a green tester to see
Verify, read out an R & L .
four four seven six one, panel six, code four F two
two . (Beep, beep, beep, beep, beep) . 1, uh, image this
method for re-circuiting Solex Two which is this unit
in the adjacent module that, uh, basically it transposes
time frequencies for interplanet matter transport . This
blue verbal seems impossibly slow, but if I shift to yellow or UV it might not receive . UV wouldn't take on
this disc anyway without an adapter . Anyway, I had
estimated that on high energy levels Solex could walk
this disc retro to the negative templative current setting
which is, as I said, should be approx . year AD One
Nine Five Three, possibly four : I don't think this has
been done before . I have no knowledge of reason .
The hardware's all long term stuff, but your, your mind
just doesn't seem to function that way . Retro, I mean .
Factually, we have a semi black picture of that time,
your time . All mechanical and disunified . Before major
co-ordination . But at base, if, personnel just, uh, think
about it . No knowledge of reason . I do . I respond pro
to the cortical image that I have of presidents, voting,
animals, big airplanes . All kind of physical, slow . My
estimated reason for this reaction is my failure to receive
my history two infusion . That's the only reason I can

image . I was a-blah when my key section had their
key infusion administered Day twenty one two forty
six . And my first re-skit never came through and my
second re-skit, nine twenty three five forty six, I, never
showed up . That's a spontaneous action . I've been
doing data pick up whenever I can plug in, but without
that first infusion you're definitely limited I suppose
that's why I respond pro to this cortical image of the
past that I made . Max, I wish I knew time lapse since
A.D .1953 . Unable to head compute without negative
knowledge of scale, and there's no terminal in this
room .
Now is two fifty eight, but that's, uh, CDS, Carbon
Dating System . Which must have negative meaning for
you . And atoms are shorter than years anyway, so, dry
loop . But I estimate it has not been too long retro in
straight linear time . See, we have some sustainers now
that were born approx . A.D .1953 . I've touched with
some of them . But they are so full of plastic that it's
next to impossible to get anykind of print out from
them . (Beep, beep, beep, beep) . (Pause) on you too
holy baby touch me . (Pause . You were missed but no
energy loss I'm doing blue verbal . Yes, querie location?
The cone in open twenty one six? Checked it on call
and estimated you gotta have . Report? (Pause) . Aw,
B Axis . You're on rec time . I thought it was in district .
Queries travel time .(Pause) . Seventeen minutes . Worth
it? (Pause) . Oh, Max, now you're holding my hand .
But any mission is a classic diathol in 61 station . Querie
simulants . (Pause) . Any solvoice) . Check alter one four
reads 16K . Manual feedback
touch you later .(Bep,b)
.
1953 I estimate 36, uh, 48 years .
My lack of cordical scale, how long a year is .
History influsion . It's impossible to pick up singlecell
data like that independently, and I've been manually
requesting reskits for mils . My primary impulse now
is to feed you questions, but that would yield zilch
effectiveness under circumstances . Querie . Do you
know of feedback from A .D . If so, utilize it . I have
a definite positive impulse to touch with you . Meanwhile necessitates I give one way blue verbal flow at
which I function zilch and hope it receives . I can't
believe this operation hasn't been performed before .
And me a J-3 . My ident . I haven't even told you
my ident ., for brain re-jello . My name is Decker, T .L .,
and index J-3, as I said, and my T-group is the roaring
vectors 252 of New East Web Charlie . That's single stack,
but it's one of the best boards on line, and really
requires (Pull up?) for a J-3 out there . I, I don't know
how indexes were in your annum . but present J-3's
on red rating now, and that's nothing to be put under
by . A bio-parent of mine is doing programming in
Denver, and she estimates possible to shift my record
up to bank five, and possibly six, but I told her negative
bother . Product of a shift like that would be my rec

